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ABSTRACT

Traditionally, consensus protocols have been designed under the best-effort de-

livery communication model. Motivated by the fact that datacenter networks

enable co-designing network communication protocols and consensus proto-

cols, an exciting recent line of research has demonstrated that it is possible to

design high-performance consensus and state machine replication protocols by

enabling a stronger communication model, one where the network provides

message ordering.

This thesis explores a very different communication model that can be en-

abled by datacenter networks—bounded message delays—and demonstrates

that, under this model, it is possible to design consensus protocols that guaran-

tee strong properties, including safety and termination even when all but one

replica fails. Our contributions are three-fold. First, we present a network com-

munication protocol that enables a novel Timely Unreliable Multicast (TUM)

primitive; TUM guarantees that, for every message sent by a sender: (1) all re-

ceivers that receive the message receive it within a bounded amount of time that

is known a priori; and (2) messages may be lost due to hardware failures only,

and not due to buffer overflows. Second, we design Timely consensus and state

machine replication protocols that build upon the TUM primitive to guarantee

safety and termination, even with all but one replica failures (under the crash re-

covery failure model). Finally, using an end-to-end implementation of the TUM

primitive and the Timely protocols, we demonstrate that Timely protocols en-

able these properties while achieving high performance even under worst-case

network hardware failures.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, distributed systems have been designed under the assumption

that the network supports a weak communication model—it can deliver mes-

sages in an order that is arbitrarily different from the order in which messages

were sent, can deliver messages with arbitrary delays, can deliver duplicated

messages, and can even drop messages due to buffer overflows. Under such a

weak communication model, applications must embrace weak semantics, high

complexity, and/or poor performance. A classical example is that of consensus

protocols. It is well-known that, under the above communication model, appli-

cations must not only give up on semantics (safety or termination) [11], but also

use protocols that have poor worst-case performance [23].

An exciting recent line of research [37, 25] has explored the benefits of assum-

ing stronger communication models. The motivation comes from the fact that a

large class of distributed applications today run in datacenter networks. Unlike

the Internet context, datacenter networks are capable of supporting stronger

network semantics: they are controlled by a single entity and can thus en-

able network changes; they already deploy customized or programmable net-

work hardware and can thus enable offloading functionality to network hard-

ware; and, they have structured topologies and can thus enable design of cus-

tomized protocols (e.g., multicast or broadcast). For instance, two state-of-the-

art protocols—SpecPaxos [37] and NOPaxos [25]—demonstrate that it is possi-

ble to design high-performance consensus and state machine replication proto-

cols by assuming one particular communication model from the network: mes-

sage ordering.
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This paper explores a very different communication model: bounded message

delays. Unlike the message ordering semantics that ensure a failure-free network

delivering messages in the same order as sent by the sender, our bounded mes-

sage delay semantics ensure a failure-free network delivering messages from the

sender to the receiver within a (known) bounded amount of time. Our model

leads to protocols that have significantly different properties: while the message

ordering communication model can enable consensus protocols that guarantee

safety with (n−1)/2 replica failures, our bounded message delay communication

model enables much more powerful consensus protocols—those that guarantee

both safety and termination, even with (n − 1) replica failures.

In exploring consensus and state machine replication protocols under the

bounded message delay communication model, this paper makes three con-

tributions. First, we present a network design that enables Timely Unreliable

Multicast (TUM) primitive, that guarantees two properties for every message

sent by a sender: (1) all receivers that receive the message receive it within a

bounded amount of time that is known a priori; and (2) messages may be lost

due to hardware failures only, and not due to buffer overflows. Both of these are

powerful properties. The first one ensures that each message observes (a tiny)

bounded amount of queueing delay in the network; thus, in scenarios when

network hardware does not fail, the message is delivered to all the receivers

within a bounded amount of time. As we will see, this enables an extremely

simple consensus protocol that can handle (n − 1) replica failures while guar-

anteeing safety and termination for the case of no network hardware failures.

The second property ensures that, unlike all previous communication models

where network semantics can be violated by both buffer overflows and hard-

ware failures, our communication model ensures that a lost message must be
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due to hardware failures. As we will see, this property makes network failures

insignificant: with minor modification, the consensus protocol for the case of

no network hardware failures continues to work for the case of failures, while

providing the same guarantees.

Our second contribution is design of a Timely consensus protocol, and a

Timely state machine replication protocol that exploit the TUM network primi-

tive to guarantee safety and termination, even with (n−1) replica failures, under

the crash recovery failure model and under a connectivity condition that is akin

to no network partitions. We provide formal proofs for all Timely protocol guar-

antees.

Our third contribution is an end-to-end implementation of the TUM prim-

itive and Timely protocols. Evaluation on a small-scale testbed demonstrates

Timely protocols enable new operating points compared to existing consensus

protocols.
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CHAPTER 2

TIMELY CONSENSUS OVERVIEW

This chapter starts by outlining the network, end-host, and failure models (§2.1),

and the definitions (§2.2) used throughout this paper. We then briefly recap

existing results under our model (§2.3), and then summarize our results (§2.3.1).

2.1 Network, end host, and failure models

This paper, similar to [37, 25], is motivated by the fact that datacenter networks

offer a very different operating environment for applications when compared to

the classical case of Internet. Thus, it is useful to precisely define our network

model, end-host model, and failure models. For our formal proofs, we will

assume the existence of a global clock. Network and end-host elements are

unaware of this global clock, and operate on their local clock. End-host clocks

may vary arbitrarily from the global clock. Switch local clocks may be arbitrarily

slower than the global clock but not faster.

Network model. We assume that the datacenter network is organized around

what are typically referred to as hierarchical network topologies (FatTree [7],

VL2 [15], or leaf-spine [8]); all datacenter networks today use such topolo-

gies. For ease of exposition, we will describe the mechanisms using a two-tier

leaf-spine topology [7, 8]—for switches with k ports, this topology has k/2 core

switches, k aggregate switches, and N = k2/2 hosts (an example for k = 4 is shown

in figure 2.1). All our results naturally generalize to three-tier topologies.

We exploit two functionalities offered by all commodity switches. First, we
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Figure 2.1: Leaf-spine datacenter network topology with k = 4, and an example
for connected and completely-connected replicas. The red link is a crashed
link. Replica r1 is connected because it has a failure-free path to one core switch.
Replicas r2 and r3 are completely-connected.

will use the standard isolation techniques (e.g., priority queues [9, 16]) for ensur-

ing that all messages used in our protocol are sent at highest priority, and do not

observe any interference from other traffic. Second, we will also exploit the fact

that each switch processes and sends packets at the same rate, as required by

the IEEE standard [5]. Our design, similar to [37, 25], also offloads some of the

functionality to the network hardware. To that end, we will exploit two func-

tionalities offered by programmable switches: (1) switches can detect adjacent

link failures within a bounded amount of time and generate failure notification

packets in response to link failures [39, 10, 17]; and (2) network switches have

the ability to mirror packets—a switch can forward a message along multiple of

its outgoing ports [37, 25, 38].

End-host model. Each host executes according to its local clock. Each host

maintains an input buffer and an output buffer, each of a fixed size, on a per-

application/replica basis; these buffers will be used to store messages required

by the protocol. In a failure-free scenario, we know the maximum amount of

time that any host takes to process all the messages in an input buffer and an

output buffer. More formally, there is a known upper bound φ such that the

following holds: for an application running at the host to start processing the
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buffers at time t, it can process all messages in the input buffer and put the

response message (if any) in the output buffer for that application by time t + φ.

We make two important observations here. First, safety and termina-

tion guarantees provided by our design are independent of the value of φ—

all our results hold for any φ ≥ 0; only the “observed” performance de-

pends on the precise value of φ. Second, modern end-host network hard-

ware (network interface cards and on-board PCIe devices) introduce little to

no variance in processing latencies, with tail latency being of the order of

single-digit microseconds [31, 18, 20, 29]; in addition, with kernel-bypass tech-

niques [35, 14, 34, 27, 20, 19], it is possible to perform application-layer schedul-

ing within single-digit microseconds. As a result, for modern datacenter net-

works, φ (that captures the tail latency both in end-host network hardware and

application processing) is in single-digit microseconds, a small fraction of data-

center network fabric speed-of-light latency (tens of microseconds [28, 40]). We

will demonstrate in our evaluation that, even at extremely high loads, this holds

true.

Failure model. We consider the crash recovery failure model for end hosts and

network elements (links, switches, etc.) [24, 6, 32]. In particular, end hosts and

network elements can crash, and can recover at arbitrary times. All end hosts

and network elements are assumed to be bug-free.

2.2 Definitions

We will use the following definitions throughout the paper.
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End-host failures Link failures Switch failures

Safety Termination Safety Termination Safety Termination

Paxos + variants (n − 1)/2 7 3 7 3 7

SpecPaxos [37] (n − 1)/2 7 3 7 3 7

NOPaxos [25] (n − 1)/2 7 3 7 3 7

Timely n − 1 n − 1 3 3 3 3

Table 2.1: Comparison of properties guaranteed by existing consensus proto-
cols and by Timely. Timely safety guarantees hold as long as one of the replicas
is completely-connected; Timely termination guarantees hold as long as there is
no replica partition.

Definition 1 Failure-free path: A path between two hosts is said to be failure-free if

and only if the path does not have any crashed links and/or switches.

Definition 2 (Completely-)Connected host: An end host p is said to be connected

if and only if there exists a failure-free path between p and at least one of the non-faulty

core switches. The host is said to be completely-connected if and only if it has a failure-

free path to all non-faulty core switches.

Definition 3 Non-faulty host: An end host is said to be non-faulty if and only if it

does not crash and it is connected.

Definition 4 Replica partition: A set of replicas is partitioned if the non-faulty repli-

cas can be divided into subsets A and B such that there does not exist a failure free path

from any replica in subset A to any replica in subset B.

Definition 5 Safety: A consensus protocol guarantees safety if and only if the follow-

ing three conditions hold for all non-faulty replicas: (i) every replica decides the same

value; (ii) if every replica proposes v, every replica decides v; and, if a replica decides v,

some replica proposed v.
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Definition 6 Termination: A consensus protocol guarantees termination if and only

if all non-faulty replicas eventually decide a value.

Definition 7 t-Resilient consensus: A consensus protocol is said to be t-resilient if

and only if it guarantees safety and termination in presence of t or fewer faulty replicas.

2.3 Motivation: Consensus in Datacenter Networks

The properties enabled by a consensus protocol, as well as its performance,

depend on the communication model assumed from the underlying network.

Indeed, when the network is assumed to provide best-effort (possibly arbi-

trary message delays, message drops, message reordering, etc.) communica-

tion model, it is known that even 1-resilient consensus is impossible [13]. We

provide a detailed discussion on related work in §6, but note that classical con-

sensus protocols (that are used in practice) and their variants assume best-effort

communication model. However, as argued eloquently in [37], many appli-

cations today run in datacenter network environments that are quite different

from the classical Internet context—these networks deploy geographically colo-

cated hosts (thus offering low-latency round trip times when the network is un-

loaded), they are controlled by a single entity, they already deploy customized

hardware—and thus, provide the opportunity to enable stronger communica-

tion models from the network.

Building upon the above motivation, SpecPaxos [37] and NOPaxos [25] pro-

tocols show that if the network can guarantee that messages are delivered in the

same order as they were sent, it is not only possible to achieve properties sim-
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ilar to the classical Paxos protocol but also avoid the worst-case performance

in many scenarios. For instance, SpecPaxos—in best-case scenarios—avoids the

overheads by assuming “Mostly-Ordered Multicast” (best-effort message order-

ing) communication model. NOPaxos further expands the envelope of best-case

scenarios by enabling an “Ordered Unreliable Multicast” communication model

using a centralized sequencer (that can be implemented either at one of the net-

work switches, or at one of the end hosts).

This paper explores a different communication model—Timely Unreliable

Multicast—that guarantees that each message sent by a sender is delivered

within a bounded amount of time. We demonstrate that this communication

model enables new operating points for datacenter consensus protocols. We

are motivated by two additional opportunities offered by modern datacenter

networks: (1) recent adoption of high-bandwidth links (100Gbps and beyond)

means that the round trip times in an unloaded network is at most a few tens

of microseconds [28, 17, 29]; and (2) recent adoption of kernel-bypass tech-

niques and µs-scale application and network processing capabilities [34, 14, 20]

reduces the variance in end host processing delays to single-digit microseconds,

making them quite predictable. For such networks, the real source of “un-

predictable” message latencies is queueing delay, and—this is the crux of the

paper—queueing delays are a property of the communication protocol; thus, if

we are able to design a communication protocol that enables small, bounded,

queueing delays, it is possible to explore new operating points for datacenter

consensus protocols by co-designing the consensus protocol with the commu-

nication protocol.
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2.3.1 Timely Results

This paper has two core results. First, we present a new communication protocol

design that enables the Timely Unreliable Multicast primitive. We then use this

primitive to design Timely consensus and state machine replication protocols.

The core result is:

Theorem 1 Timely Consensus is N − 1 resilient if there is one non-faulty, completely-

connected, replica. Safety is guaranteed as long as there is one non-faulty replica and no

replica partition. Termination is guaranteed as long as there is one non-faulty replica

that remains completely-connected for the entirety of the consensus protocol.

We note that our result does not violate any impossibility result—indeed, as out-

lined in [11], our communication and failure models from §2.1 are sufficient for

the properties enabled by Timely protocols. Table 2.1 compares the properties

of Timely and existing datacenter consensus protocols.
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CHAPTER 3

TIMELY UNRELIABLE MULTICAST

In this section, we present the Timely network design that enables our Timely

Unreliable Multicast communication model, providing the following semantics

(see Figure 3.1): if a host multicasts a message to a set S of hosts at time t on the

global clock, and at least one host in S receives the message, then all non-faulty hosts

in S either receive the message by time t + δ on the global clock, or receive a failure

notification by time t + δ + δ f on the global clock, for fixed known δ and δ f . We will

provide the exact values of δ and δ f in §3.4.1 once we have enough context.

We now present a communication protocol design that enables Timely Unre-

liable Multicast. The key insight behind the Timely network design is as follows.

There are five sources of message delays in any communication network—

transmission delay, propagation delay, switching delay, queueing delay, and

end-host delay (network interface card, PCIe, and stack processing delay). Con-

sider the case of a single fixed-size message in the network: for a datacenter net-

work, the first three delays are not only fixed, but are also known in advance; the

only source of variability is due to some part of the system being overloaded—

high queueing delays are possible when switches or NICs are overloaded (in the

worst case, the message may be dropped), and PCIe and stack processing de-

lays could be high when the host is overloaded. If we can somehow ensure that

r2

r1

r3

t t + 

r2

r1

r3

X

X

X

r2

r1

r3
X

Failure notification

t t + t +        +

Figure 3.1: Illustration of Timely Unreliable Multicast semantics.
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switches and NICs observe minimal or no queueing for consensus-related mes-

sages, the only source of message delay variability will be PCIe and host stack

processing; the former is already a small fraction of propagation and transmis-

sion delays, and the latter can be near-zero by using kernel-bypass techniques

and state-of-the-art schedulers (or dedicated cores at the hosts). Thus, the whole

problem of enabling Timely Unreliable Multicast primitive boils down to (1)

designing a communication protocol that enables minimal or zero queueing at

switches and NICs; (2) enabling network-supported multicast; and (3) enabling

failure notifications. Our Timely design, building upon several recent works,

achieves precisely these goals.

We first describe the three components of Timely design—bounded queue-

ing via admission control (§3.1), multicast at core switches (§3.2), and failure

notification (§3.3)—assuming zero host processing delays. We then extend the

Timely design to handle host processing delays (§3.4).

3.1 Minimal queueing using admission control

In typical networks, end hosts make two decisions at any time instant: (1)

whether to transmit a packet or not; and (2) if yes, which packet to transmit. Del-

egating both these responsibilities to hosts causes problems in the network—at

any network element (NIC or switches), if packets arrive faster than they can

be forwarded, queue occupancy will grow; as a result, packets will experience

queueing delays. Worse, packets may be dropped if a queue gets full.

Building upon ideas from recent work on admission control based transport

protocols in datacenter networks [17, 29], Timely use network-driven admission

12



Replica 2

Replica 1

0 T 2T 3T

Core switch

Replica 3

grant grant grant grant

Figure 3.2: An illustration of Timely admission control mechanism. The core
switch sends a grant once per unit time (T, as defined in §3.1), rotating round
robin among replicas. When a replica receives a grant, it sends a data packet.

control to delegate the first decision from the hosts to the network: core switches

decide when hosts send packets. Hosts are still responsible for deciding which

packets to send (based on Timely consensus protocol), but a host cannot send a

packet until it receives a grant from one of the core switches. Such a network-

based admission control allows regulating the rate at which packets enter the

network, thus limiting the number of packets that can arrive at any NIC and/or

switch at any given time; as we will see, this is key to guaranteeing bounded

queue occupancy and bounded message latency in all failure-free scenarios.

Warm up: the simple case of a single application and a single core switch. Let

T be the transmission time of two fixed-size packets (that we will define with

Timely consensus protocol): one data packet and one grant packet. The core

switch sends a grant to one replica every T time, rotating round robin through

each replica. When a replica receives a grant, it is allowed to transmit a data

packet.

Figures 3.2 demonstrates this mechanism. For the case of a single application

and a single core switch, it is easy to see that the admission control mechanism

ensures that each network element receives data at the rate at which it can trans-
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mit, thus ensuring zero queueing delays.

The case of multiple core switches. It is easy to generalize the above design to

multiple core switches: if the network has c core switches, each core switch now

sends one grant per cT time, where T is as defined above. Each core switch

again rotates round robin through each replica. When a replica receives a grant

from some core switch, it sends a data packet to that core switch.

We provide formal proofs in Appendix 3, but informally, the design exten-

sion for the case of multiple core switches guarantees zero persistent queueing

and bounded transient queueing at each element. Specifically, transient queue-

ing is possible because core switches issue grants without coordination and

since their local clocks may not be synchronized; thus, all core switches could

issue a grant at the exact same global time, and queue occupancy could grow

to a maximum size of c since c packets could arrive at a switch at the exact same

global time. However, if such were the case, each core switch will wait for cT

amount of local time before issuing another grant—by design, this is enough

time for the queue to drain. Put another way, even with this transient queueing

there is no persistent queueing because a grant is issued at the same average

rate as in the simple case above: once per T.

The case of multiple core switches and multiple colocated applications. To

generalize to multiple core switches and multiple colocated applications, we

decompose the network into multiple virtual networks: one per application.

Each virtual network is assigned an equal bandwidth along each link such that

the sum of the virtual bandwidths on any link does not exceed the bandwidth

of that link. An example decomposition and bandwidth allocation is demon-

strated in Figure 3.3. For any individual virtual network, let Tv be the trans-
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of topology decomposition idea in Timely network de-
sign for colocated applications. Application 1 replicas do not share hosts with
other applications; two replicas from applications 2 and 3 are on the same host.
The topology is decomposed into three virtual networks, one per application.
Application 1 can use full bandwidth, and applications 2 and 3 each get 1/2
bandwidth.

mission time of one data and one grant packet using the bandwidth assigned

to that virtual network. Each core switch now issues a grant to each virtual

network once every cTv time, rotating round robin through each replica in that

virtual network.

Similar to the previous case, this design guarantees zero persistent and

bounded transient queueing by ensuring that the average rate grant packets

are issued for all virtual networks never exceeds the rate at which a link can

transmit. As long as each core switch never issues a grant to two applications

that share an end-host within any span of cT time, transient queueing is still

bounded by the number of core switches. A formal proof is provided in Ap-

pendix 3.
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3.2 Bounded-delay Multicast at core switches

Most network switches already support in-network multicast—a switch can re-

ceive one packet and send the packet to multiple destinations by mirroring the

packet to multiple outgoing links. Similar to prior techniques [37, 25, 38], we use

this functionality to enable multicast but with a simple modification—unlike

prior mechanisms that use shortest path routing for multicast packets (that is,

packets are potentially mirrored at multiple network switches such that each

copy takes the shortest path to reach its destination), Timely design performs

multicast only at core switches.

Intuitively, with shortest path routing, a multicast packet takes a wide vari-

ety of paths to reach all destinations, and accordingly, the fate of each multicast

copy varies. For instance, consider the case of a multicast packet that has one

destination on the sender’s aggregate switch and multiple other destinations

on a separate aggregate switch. When the packet reaches the sender’s aggre-

gate switch, the aggregate switch may mirror the packet to some downlinks

(directly to a destination host) and some uplinks (to core switches). If the aggre-

gate switch is disconnected from the core switches due to link failures, then the

destinations on the sender’s aggregate switch will receive the packet but other

destinations will not.

Timely design exploits the structure in datacenter topologies to ensure that

all copies of a multicast packet share the same fate. In particular, all packets are

routed first to a core switch, and then downstream to destination replicas. This

allows us to maintain a simple invariant that will be useful in our Timely con-

sensus protocol—if the path between the sender and the core switch is faulty,
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of packet mirroring at core switches. (left) If a message
is dropped before it reaches the a core switch, no replica receives the message;
(right) If a message reaches the core switch, all replicas connected to that core
switch receive the message.

none of the replicas receive a copy; if the path between the sender and the core

switch is failure-free, any replica connected to the core switch (including the

sender) receives a copy. Indeed, the only replicas that do not receive the packet

are those that are not connected to the core switch. Figure 3.4 presents an exam-

ple.

The design of Timely multicast is thus as follows. When a host receives a

grant, it sends a multicast data packet. The multicast packet is routed to the core

switch that sent the original grant. The core switch then mirrors the packet to

the aggregate switches corresponding to the destination replicas. The aggregate

switches then mirror the packet to all replicas, including the sender. Figure 3.5

shows a data packet routed from a sender to three replicas. It is easy to see

that Timely multicast achieves the same bounded message latency guarantees

as discussed in the previous subsection (again, formally proved in Appendix 3).
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the grant based protocol for Timely Unreliable Mul-
ticast in Timely. (top left) a core switch generates a grant and sends it to a
replica; (top right) the replica sends a data packet back to the core switch; (bot-
tom) the network broadcasts the data packet to all replicas by mirroring the
packet to each link.

3.3 Timely Unreliable Multicast: Bounded-delay multicast

with link failure notification

Switches detect adjacent link failures and send a failure notification to down-

stream hosts. This, however, provides failure (and subsequent potential packet

drop) information only to hosts downstream of the failed link. In most net-

works, this information is not useful because multicast packets take a wide va-

riety of paths to reach their destinations; thus, a host cannot reason about the

fate of packets sent to other destinations.

Timely uses its multicast design, and in particular the fact that all packets

are routed via one of the core switches, to implement the final piece of Timely

Unreliable Multicast: FAILURE notifications. When a switch detects a link fail-

ure, it sends a FAILURE notification to its downstream hosts. Since every packet

is routed through one of the core switches, if the packet is dropped on its way

to the core switch, no host will receive the failure notification. However, if the

message reaches the core switch, every replica that has a failure-free path to the

core switch will receive the message; more importantly, each replica that has the

failed link along the path to the core switch will necessarily receive the FAIL-

URE notification. By assumption, switches detect link failures within a bounded
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amount of time; in addition, bounded queues guarantee the notification will ar-

rive at the replicas within a bounded amount of time. Thus, replicas receive a

FAILURE notification within a bounded amount of time after the failure.

3.4 Incorporating host processing delay

Recall that when a host receives a data packet, it add the data packet to an input

buffer. When the host receives a grant, it processes the input buffer, executes

logic, and then sends a data packet. As discussed in §2, this processing delay

is bounded by some known value φ. Up until this point, we have considered

the case of φ = 0; replicas send data packets instantaneously upon receiving a

grant. We now discuss how Timely design incorporates the case of φ ≥ 0. We

first show the Timely Unreliable Multicast property holds even with non-zero

processing delay. Finally, we provide end-to-end delay guarantees enabled by

Timely Unreliable Multicast.

Timely Unreliable Multicast with φ ≥ 0

By using admission control, Timely guarantees zero persistent queueing and

bounded transient queueing for the case of zero host processing delays. The

challenge with non-zero processing delays is that, even if grants are issued ex-

actly once per T, hosts may respond to grants after varying amounts of time.

As a result, multiple hosts may send a data packet at the exact same time intro-

ducing queueing at the switches.

Our insight here is that host processing delays can introduce persistent
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grantgrantgrant

Figure 3.6: Understanding the challenge due to non zero processing delay.
Processing delays are highlighted. Even though variable processing delay
causes the three hosts to send data packets at the exact same time, the rate at
which data packets enter over any period of nT time is limited by the admission
control mechanism.

queueing but only by a bounded amount—Figure 3.6 demonstrates this. In-

tuitively, consider any period of time nT for any n ≥ 1; during this time, due

to Timely’s admission control, the maximum number of data packets that any

host can send into the network is dφ/T e + n since φ amount of processing de-

lay could at most accumulate dφ/T e grants that the host can respond to in a

burst. Out of these, n data packets will be dequeued since they were explicitly

admitted during this time. Thus, during any arbitrary period of time, a host

can inject at most dφ/T e “extra” data packets into the network, which the net-

work may not be able to drain. As a result, network elements may now see

persistent queueing; however, persistent queueing will still be bounded by the

transmission time for dφ/T e data packets—and hence, bounded message delay

guarantees are not violated (as long as data packets are not too large and φ/T is

not too large; in practice, as discussed in §2, both of these conditions hold). We

prove this formally in Appendix 3.
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3.4.1 Timely message processing guarantees

The Timely Unreliable Multicast primitive guarantees that a message sent by a

sender arrives at all replicas within a bounded amount of time (or receives a

FAILURE notification). Combined with bounded host processing times, Timely

provides an even stronger property: if a host finishes processing at some time t,

it guarantees that the host is now “up-to-date” with all messages sent by all

other hosts until certain time in the past. Formally, there exists some fixed

known ∆ such that if a hosts finishes processing at some time t, it has either: (i)

processed a FAILURE notification; or (ii) processed all messages sent before t−∆.

Let c be the number of core switches, let RTT be the round trip time for a data

packet along the longest path when there is no other packet in the network, and

let T be the transmission time for a data packet and for a grant request. Then,

for the Timely design, we prove in Appendix 3 that ∆ = δ + δ f + φ, where δ f is

the failure notification time, and

δ = 4[(dφ/T e + c) · T ) + RTT/2]

is the message delay bound. Note that each of δ, δ f and ∆ is a fixed constant

(that depends only on network hardware).
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CHAPTER 4

CONSENSUS PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe the Timely consensus and state machine replication

protocols that build upon the Timely Unreliable Multicast primitive.

4.1 The power of Timely Unreliable Multicast

We demonstrate the power of the Timely network design by designing two ad-

ditional primitives on top of its Timely Unreliable Multicast primitive: untimely

reliable broadcast, and message timers. We will use these primitives as a black-

box in our consensus and state machine replication protocols in the next subsec-

tion.

4.1.1 Untimely reliable multicast

The Untimely reliable multicast primitive that we design in this subsection sat-

isfies two properties:

• If a host sends a message to a set of hosts S and at least one non-faulty host

in S receives the message, then all non-faulty hosts in S eventually receive

the message;

• If a non-faulty host sends a message to a set of hosts S then all non-faulty

hosts in S eventually receive the message1.

1These two properties are equivalent to validity and agreement in the reliable broadcast
problem.
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r1 r2 r3 r1 r2 r3

Figure 4.1: An example to motivate the mechanisms in Untimely reliable mul-
ticast. Links in red are crashed. (left) any message routed through the left core
switch will not arrive at r2. Similarly, any message routed through the right
core switch will not arrive at r3. Thus, to achieve untimely reliable multicast
in this network, each message must be routed via all core switches. (right) it is
impossible for r1 to send a message through each core switch; if it wants to send
a message to each of r1 and r2, it needs to first send the message to r2, and then
r2 can send the message via each core switch.

Timely uses the structure of datacenter network topologies to achieve untimely

reliable multicast. We first show that to achieve untimely reliable multicast, a

message must be routed via each core switch. Figure 4.1(left) demonstrates the

necessity of this. One way to achieve this is for the sender to send one copy

of the message through each core switch using the Timely Unreliable Multicast

primitive from the previous section. However, as shown in Figure 4.1(right),

simply sending a replicated copy of the message via all core switches is also

not sufficient. In general, when a replica receives an untimely reliable multi-

cast message, it “echoes” the message to all the core switches it is connected

to. As long as there is no replica partition, every connected non-faulty replica

will eventually receive the message. Note that since the correctness condition

only requires the message to be delivered eventually, no bounded message de-

lay properties are needed, and it is okay for the message to be queued at other

replicas.

The protocol is as follows. Each host maintains multiple output buffers, one

per core switch. To send a message, the sender adds a copy of the message to
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Algorithm 1 Untimely reliable multicast protocol
Each host maintains one output buffer per core switch
procedure UNTIMELYRELIABLEMULTICAST(message)

add message to the output buffer of each core switch
procedure RECEIVE(packet)

if packet is a grant from core switch c then
send a message from c’s output buffer

else if packet is a new U.R.Multicast message then
add packet to the output buffer of each core switch

each output buffer. When a grant is received from a core switch, the sender

sends a message from the corresponding output buffer. When a host receives

the message, it responds by “echoing” the message, by adding a copy of the

message to its own output buffers. Again, when a grant is received from a core

switch, this host sends a message from the corresponding output buffer. As an

optimization, a receiving host can keep track of which copies of the message it

has received, and only echo the message through the remaining core switches.

The pseudocode for the untimely reliable multicast protocol is given in Algo-

rithm 1.

4.1.2 Message timers

Timely Unreliable Multicast also enables what we call message timers—each

end host uses the number of messages received to “estimate” a lower bound on

the amount of time passed on the global clock since the start of the timer. If a

message timer reads x then at least x, possibly more but definitely not less, time

has passed on the global clock since the start of the timer.

Packets are meaningful measurements of time in the Timely network for two

reasons. First, core switches send grants at a designated pull frequency; thus,
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the local clocks of individual core switches becomes a meaningful entity: one

grant is one tick of the clock. This clock tick is guaranteed to be slower than

global clock tick because, as discussed in §2, core switch clocks cannot be faster

than the global clock. Next, grants and their corresponding data packets are de-

livered within a bounded amount of time. This preserves the spacing between

clock ticks at individual core switches—if a core switch sends grants at most

once per cT (with respect to switch’s local clock), at most d φcT e + n + 1 data pack-

ets can be received by any host from a single core switch within any cnT period

of global time.

Message timers only require a lower bound on the amount of time passed.

This definition is important for two reasons. First, this makes the correctness

of message timers resilient to link failures, and the resulting packet drops. If

a packet is dropped in the network, the message timer will not increase; as a

result, the host will underestimate the amount of time that has passed which

is correct since only a lower bound is required. Second, this definition makes

message timers correct even when a host does not know the exact frequency

at which each core switch sends grants. Recall that pull frequency of a virtual

network may change as applications are added and removed from the network.

Thus, the pull frequency may change without the knowledge of a host. If pull

frequency changes, grants will be issued to a single application less frequently

than once per T. In this case, the timer will increase less frequently than global

time and correctness is maintained.

To implement a message timer, each replica maintains a packet count per

core switch. For every data packet received from a core switch, the replica in-

creases the corresponding packet counter by 1. To reset the timer, all packet
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counters are set to 0. To read the time since the start of the timer, the replica con-

verts each packet counter to time. The conversion from packets to time is based

on the pull frequency of the network. We know at most d φcT e+ n + 1 data packets

can be received from a single core switch in cnT time. Rearranging terms, if the

packet counter reads n, at least (n−1−d φcT e) ·c ·T time has passed since the start of

the timer. Once each packet counter is converted to time, the message timer re-

turns the maximum time read by any packet counter. The packet counter with

the highest value is the most accurate: it is the largest underestimate among

many correct underestimates.

Because Timely message timers depend on data packets to increment their

time, it is advantageous to send a data packet each time a grant is received.

Thus, if a replica receives a grant but does not have a data packet to send, it

sends a dummy packet instead. This improves the efficiency of the message

timers but is not needed for correctness; Timely message timers are correct even

if the number of data packets transmitted is less than the number of grants sent.

4.2 Timely Consensus

In this section, we present the core of our state machine replication protocol.

In state machine replication, clients send requests to replicas. Replicas commit

the request to a slot in the log and then send a response to the original client.

Replicas need to agree which request goes in which slot of the log. We focus on

replicas agreeing on one slot in the log. For this, each replica has a value vi that

it would like to propose for the slot. This can easily be extended to a full state

machine replication protocol (Appendix C).
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We use all the four properties from the Timely design so far: (1) all mes-

sages sent using Timely Unreliable Multicast arrive at all replicas in a bounded

amount of time; (2) when a replica finishes processing at some time t, it has pro-

cessed all messages sent before t − ∆; (3) untimely reliable multicast; and, (4)

message timers. We first describe the case of no network hardware failure case,

and then provide two simple extensions to handle failures.

Timely consensus for the case of no network hardware failures. The core of

this algorithm, originally introduced in [11], is that with bounded message de-

lays, replicas can use “wait times” to determine the status of other replicas. If a

replica goes at least 2∆ time without hearing from another replica, it can prov-

ably determine that it has received the same set of messages as any other replicas

that have also waited 2∆ time. If it has received the same set of messages, con-

sensus can be reached. The challenge is to ensure that the algorithm continues

to provide guarantees in presence of network hardware failures.

Specifically, the algorithm begins with each replica proposing its value vi by

sending a PROPOSE packet. When a replica receives a PROPOSE packet, it adds

it to a set of all received values. If at least 2∆ time passes without receiving a

message, the replica sends a DECIDE containing the minimum of all received

values. Any time a replica processes a DECIDE packet with a value v, it decides

v, regardless of the values received.

This algorithm is given in Algorithm 2, ignoring the colored text. An exam-

ple execution of this protocol is provided in Figure 4.2. There are three replicas:

r1, r2 and r3. r1 sends PROPOSE(1) and that message is received by all other

replicas. r2 receives that message at time t. Right before t + 2∆, r3 receives a

grant from core switch 1 and sends PROPOSE(0). Shortly after t + 2∆, r2 re-
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Algorithm 2 consensus with network failures
proposedValues;
isActive = true
// process input buffer
for i = 0...inputBufferSize do

pop a message from the input buffer
if message is FAILURE then

set isActive to false
else if message is DECIDE(v) or ECHO(v) then

if not decided then
send ECHO(decision) using U.R.Multicast
decide decision

else if message is PROPOSE(v) then
add v to proposedValues
reset messageTimer

// generate and send data packet
if this replica has not proposed then

send PROPOSE(vi) using T.U.Multicast
else if messageTimer ¿ 2∆ and isActive then

decision = min(proposedValues)
send DECIDE(decision) using T.U.Mulicast

t t+2

Replica 2

Replica 1

Core switch 2

Core switch 1

Replica 3

send
"Propose 1"

send
"Propose 0"

send
"Decide 1"

DECIDE 1

DECIDE 1

DECIDE 1

Figure 4.2: Illustration of Timely Consensus protocol in a failure-free sce-
nario. See §4.2 for detailed discussion.

ceives a grant from core switch 2. r2 did not receive PROPOSE(0) yet so it sends

DECIDE(1). Because replicas must wait 2∆ before sending DECIDE, each replica

receives DECIDE(1).

We prove the safety and termination guarantees for the above protocol in
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Appendix B. Of course, consensus is not guaranteed in this algorithm in case of

network hardware failures. If a proposal for some value v is received by some

replica but not others it is possible that one replica decides v while a different

replica decides some other value v′, violating safety. If DECIDE packets are con-

sistently dropped by the network due to failures, it is even possible that a replica

never decides a value, violating termination. Next, we explain how Timely ad-

justs this algorithm to guarantee safety and termination in the presence of net-

work hardware failures. We introduce two ideas: witness replicas and ECHO

packets, that will help guarantee safety and termination, respectively.

Guaranteeing safety during network failures with witness replicas. To guar-

antee safety during network failures, we designate replicas as active and witness

replicas. A replica is active until it receives a FAILURE notification, when it be-

comes a witness. Active replicas participate in consensus as specified above.

Witness replicas participate in consensus, but cannot send DECIDE packets.

To see why this works, notice that safety is violated if a replica does not

receive information that other replicas do receive. Replicas that have received

a FAILURE notification have “incomplete” information; they may have missed

proposals and decisions that other replicas received. These witness replicas thus

cannot be trusted to make a correct decision and should not send DECIDE pack-

ets. More formally, we know from the case of no network failures that replicas

will never send contradictory DECIDE packets if each replica receives the same

set of messages. Using Timely Unreliable Multicast, active replicas all receive

the same set of messages. Safety is thus preserved among active replicas and

these replicas can participate in consensus fully.

We make two notes here. First, if every replica becomes a witness then
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of Timely Consensus during failures.

no replica will ever send a DECIDE, violating termination. As a reminder, we

guarantee termination as long as there is at least one non-faulty, completely-

connected, replica. This replica will never become a witness. Second, we have a

race condition—a replica may think it is active, send a DECIDE, and then receive

a delayed FAILURE notification. This race condition is handled by the defintion

of ∆.

These changes are presented in algorithm 2 in purple.

Guaranteeing termination with ECHOs. The termination property requires that

every non-faulty replica eventually decide a value. The main challenge in guar-

anteeing termination in the presence of network failures is that DECIDE packets

may be dropped. To guarantee termination, we use the untimely reliable multi-

cast primitive that guarantees every replica will eventually receive the message.

If we send DECIDE packets using untimely reliable multicast, all replicas will

eventually receive a decision. Since packets sent using untimely reliable mul-

ticast are not guaranteed to arrive in a bounded amount of time, we use two

types of decision packets: DECIDE packets and ECHO packets. DECIDE packets

are sent using Timely Unreliable Multicast, and ECHO packets are sent using
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untimely reliable multicast. When a replica is ready to decide, it first sends a

DECIDE packet. This initial DECIDE packet ensures all replicas receive the de-

cision or a FAILURE notification within a bounded amount of time. If a replica

receives DECIDE(v), it sends ECHO(v) using untimely reliable multicast. If a

replica receives ECHO(v), it continues the untimely reliable multicast protocol.

It is safe for a replica to decide v once a copy of the ECHO has been sent through

each core switch that the replica is connected to. These changes are presented

in algorithm 2 in blue. An example execution of algorithm 2 of this is given in

Figure 4.3.

State machine replication optimization. As an optimizaton, replicas can decide

on a set of values per slot. If each replica decides the same set, and values can be

ordered consistently within a set, correctness is maintained. To do this, after 2∆

time passes without receiving a PROPOSE for the slot, a replica sends a DECIDE

containing the set of proposed values received so far. There is a bound on the

size of the decided set because each replica still proposes at most one value per

slot.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION

This section presents evaluation results for an end-to-end implementation of

Timely design, the Timely Unreliable Multicast communication model, and

the Timely consensus and state machine replication protocols. Over a small-

scale testbed, we compare Timely with five existing state machine repli-

cation protocols—NOPaxos, SpecPaxos, FastPaxos, MultiPaxos, and Multi-

Paxos+Batching on our testbed (using the implementation provided by [25]).

We present three sets of results: (1) evaluation of all protocols in terms

of their latency-throughput curves; (2) comparison of Timely protocol with

NOPaxos (that improves upon SpecPaxos) during “imperfect” network condi-

tions; and (3) sensitivity analysis of Timely using simulations. Before diving

deeper into our evaluation results, we make an important note. For the first set

of results, our goal is not to improve upon existing protocols in terms of latency-

throughput curve—in fact, since Timely provides stronger guarantees than all

existing protocols (in terms of number of replica failures for which safety can

be guaranteed, etc.), we do not expect Timely to significantly outperform Spec-

Paxos and NOPaxos; the benefits Timely gets in our evaluation for the first set

of results are merely an experimental artifact, due to different implementations

using different network stacks. Perhaps more importantly, our second set of

results are indeed fundamental: we will demonstrate that when the network

behaves imperfectly (hardware failures and/or packet drops), Timely protocol

is able to maintain much higher performance than existing protocols. We will

provide more intuition inline.
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Figure 5.1: Performance of all protocol our an 8-server testbed for varying
number of tolerable failures (1, 2 and 3 from left to right). Discussion in §5.2.
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Figure 5.2: NOPaxos observes much worse performance impact due to net-
work imperfection (packet drops due buffer overflows and/or failures) than
Timely (packet drops due to failures). Discussion in §5.2.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Timely implementation and testbed. We have implemented Timely using

∼2000 lines of code on top of DPDK [3]. Using DPDK allows Timely packets

to bypass the kernel, thus avoiding unpredictable delays1. We run our experi-

ments using on a testbed with 8 hosts connected to a single switch; each server

has 3.4GHz Intel Xeon 3680 CPUs, and 256GB RAM. We use a grant frequency

of 1.32µs for Timely, ∆ = 60µs, 50B control packets and 100B data packets.

Performance metrics. We measure the latency for each completed request (that

is, the time duration between the request generation and response arrival at the

1In our experiments using DPDK, we observed packet round-trip tail latencies to be bounded
by 30µs.
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client), and the overall throughput for the application (that is, the total number

of successful requests per unit time). We present the latency-throughput curves

for different setups, each having enough replicas to tolerate 1, 2, and 3 failures

(this requires 2, 3, and 4 replicas for Timely, 3, 5, and 7 replicas for all other

protocols).

Simulation setup. To dive deeper into Timely performance at larger scales, we

have also implemented Timely on top a packet level simulator. We use a stan-

dard two-tier full-bisection bandwidth leaf-spine topology [9, 29, 17] consisting

of 144 hosts, 9 aggregate switches and 4 core switches. The hosts use a 10Gbps

access link bandwidth and the aggregate to core switch links are 40Gbps. The

link propagation and switching delays are set to be 200ns and 450ns, respec-

tively, and the switches are assumed to have 16MB buffer capacity [4, 1, 2]. The

host processing delays are set to be 10µs and the maximum one-way latency in

this network with the Timely queue bounds is 6.5µ. Taking into account pro-

cessing delays, we set ∆ = 33µs.

5.2 Testbed Results

Figure 5.1 shows the latency vs throughput performance for evaluated replica-

tion protocols on the testbed. Timely is able to provide a maximum throughput

of ∼ 340k ops/s and latency of ∼ 88µs. For all the other schemes, the relative

trends are same as in the NOPaxos paper [25]. FastPaxos, MultiPaxos, and

MultiPaxos+Batching are leader-based schemes, and are bottlenecked by the

leader on throughput, resulting in much lower maximum achievable through-

put. SpecPaxos and NOPaxos however do not require a leader for the aver-
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age case and thus can sustain higher throughput. As discussed earlier, the per-

formance benefits of Timely over NOPaxos are merely an experimental artifact

here—one uses kernel network stack, while the other uses kernel bypass.

Failures and packet drops. We use microbenchmarks to evaluate Timely and

NOPaxos in presence of failures and packet drops. We could not evaluate link

failures on our testbed: a link failure with one switch makes the affected host

completely disconnected from the network. For NOPaxos, we instead drop

packets in bursts. In NOPaxos, packets may be dropped due to congestion in

the network. If this occurs, a burst of packets will be dropped until congestion

reduces. By design, the Timely network does not drop packets due to buffer

overflows. Thus, we evaluate Timely in the presence of link failures in our sim-

ulator (§5.3).

For NOPaxos, we drop packets sent to the leader in bursts and vary the burst

frequency and the number of packets dropped in a burst. In these experiments,

the bursts begin at 250ms and end at 500ms. Figure 5.2(left) shows NOPaxos

throughput when dropping 1, 5, and 10 packets every 10ms. In NOPaxos, when

a packet is received with a sequence number higher than the next expected se-

quence number, a timeout is set for 2ms. If the expected sequence number does

not come before the timeout, a gap commit protocol is initiated to commit a

gap to the log. When 1 packet is dropped, throughput drops to zero for the

length of the timeout plus the duration of the gap commit protocol. Through-

put then recovers until another packet is dropped 10ms later. When 5 and 10

packets are dropped, the sum of the timeouts for all dropped packets is 10ms

and 20ms, respectively, which is larger than the burst frequency. The leader does

not have enough time to recover from the first burst before another begins and
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Figure 5.3: Understanding Timely performance over a larger-scale topology.
Latency with varying number of replicas (left), Throughput with varying num-
ber of replicas (center) and throughput with varying number of applications
(right).

hence throughput is close to zero. The effects of these bursts are long-lasting: in

both cases zero throughput lasts for at least 50ms after the bursts end. Figure

5.2(center) shows the throughput with bursts of size 5 dropped every 40, 20,

and 10ms. With drop intervals of 40ms and 20ms, throughput is zero during the

burst, recovers, and then goes back down to zero during the next burst. These

results are highly dependent on the packet drop timeout value. This timeout,

however, has a fundamental tradeoff. With a high timeout, replicas unnecessar-

ily wait before initiating the gap request protocol. With a low timeout, a gap

request protocol may be initiated while an out-of-order packet is still in flight.

Timely, on the other hand, guarantees to achieve throughput (1-

#failed−replicas
#replicas ) even under failures. For this setup, the crashed link was con-

nected to one replica (out of three) and 2 client hosts (out of 10). When the

link crashes, throughput drops from 2.9M ops/s to 2.2M ops/s. This through-

put drop comes from two sources: (1) The core switch connected to the crashed

link issues unanswered grants to the affected replica and thus fewer total data
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packets are sent and (2) client requests and responses are dropped and need to

be retried. The throughput recovers fully within 10ms of the link recovery.

5.3 Timely sensitivity analysis

We run large-scale simulations to understand Timely performance at scale. The

performance trends even for large datacenter topology remain similar to the

testbed results discussed previously, and the sensitivity analysis shows us that

Timely is robust in terms of obtainable throughput with varying setup parame-

ters. For this subsection, unless specified otherwise following baseline configu-

ration is used—144 node topology, 3 replicas, single application, and no failures.

Baseline (Figure 5.3(left)) . Simulation results showcase latency vs throughput

trends similar to the testbed results. The maximum sustainable throughput is

∼ 2.9M. and the latency with a small number of clients is 75µs. The biggest

sources of delay are (1) Waiting for 2∆ time and (2) replica processing delays for

REQUEST, PROPOSE, and DECIDE packets.

Increasing number of replicas. Figure 5.3(center) shows the observed through-

put for increasing number of replicas (and thus, increasing fault tolerance) for

the same application. We compare the observed throughput to the Timely the-

oretical maximum throughput: the Timely throughput assuming each slot de-

cides as many values as possible in as few packets as possible. The theoretical

throughput increases as the number of replicas increases: more values can be

committed per slot, data packet sizes grow, and pulls are sent less frequently

and take a smaller percentage of the bandwidth. The observed throughput re-
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mains stable due to timing inefficienies. With more replicas, it is more likely

that multiple DECIDE packets for the same slot are sent at the same time.

Increasing number of apps. Figure 5.3(right) shows maximum throughput

with an increasing number of concurrent applications (1 to 9). We show three

cases (1) maximum theoretical throughput (2) maximum throughput with each

replica on a different hosts (ideal placement) (3) maximum throughput with ran-

dom replica placement. If replicas are ideally placed, the per app maxmimum

throughput remains stable; applications do not need to share bandwidth and

thus the pull frequency of each application is unaffected by other applications.

If replicas are distributed randomly across all hosts, throughput degrades with

an increasing number of applications. With a random distribution, it is possi-

ble replicas from two applications share an end-host. These applications must

share bandwidth, reducing per app throughput. With increasing applications,

the chance two replicas share an end-host increases, resulting in decreasing per

app throughput.
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CHAPTER 6

RELATED WORK

Consensus. The theoretical bounds of consensus are well understood. The

famous Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson impossibility result [13] proves asyn-

chronous consensus is not possible with even one faulty end-host. [23] explores

lower bounds needed to achieve asynchronous consensus. [11] outlines four

sychronous environments in which consensus is possible. This is the basis of

our Timely consensus algorithm. [12] explores the possibility of consensus with

various definitions of partial synchrony.

State Machine replication. There is a long line of work that improves state

machine replication in practice. Viewstamped Replication [32] [26], FastPaxos

[22] and EPaxos [30] are all variants of the classic Paxos [21] protocol. Raft [33]

presents simplified state machine replication protocol. Each of these protocols

attempts to improve performance of Paxos while maintaining the same guaran-

tees: 2f + 1 replicas are needed where f is the number of faulty end-hosts.

Recent work focuses on the role of network ordering in state machine repli-

cation. [37] designs a new datacenter network primitive called Mostly Ordered

Multicast and uses that primitive to design a new state machine replication pro-

tocol SpecPaxos. In SpecPaxos, replicas speculatively commit values to a log.

Application support is needed to roll back speculative commits. The NOPaxos

[25] state machine replication protocol is designed using another datacenter net-

work primitive called Ordered Unreliable Multicast. Ordered Unreliable Mul-

ticast sends requests through a single network sequencer and then multicasts

sequenced requests to each replica. Ordered Unreliable Multicast is not resilient
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to packet drops and thus 2f + 1 replicas are needed to ensure safety despite

packet drops. The NOPaxos sequencer is a single point of failure.

Bounded-queue networks. Most existing bounded queue networks pause

packet transmissions at a link-by-link granularity to guarantee switch buffers do

not overflow. These designs prevent packet drops due to buffer overflow but do

not provide bounded message latencies: a packet may be stuck at a switch for

an unbounded amount of time while its outgoing link is on pause. Fastpass [36]

provides a zero-queue network with bounded packet latencies using a central-

ized arbiter for admission control. This arbiter can quickly become a bottleneck.

Timely provides bounded packet latencies without a centralized arbiter.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

Traditionally, consensus protocols have been designed under the best-effort de-

livery communication model. Recent research has demonstrated that datacenter

networks can enable a stronger communication model, one where the network

provides message ordering, leading to high-performance consensus and state

machine replication protocols. This paper explores a different communication

model that can be enabled by datacenter networks—bounded message delays—

and demonstrates that this model enables design of consensus protocols that

guarantee strong properties, including safety and termination even when all but

one replica fails. Using analytical and empirical results, we have demonstrated

that Timely protocols enable operating points that were previously unachiev-

able.
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APPENDIX A

TIMELY UNRELIABLE MULTICAST PROOF

In this section, we prove if a host multicasts a message to a set S of hosts at time t

on the global clock, and at least one host in S receives the message, then all non-faulty

hosts in S either receive the message by time t + δ on the global clock, or receive a failure

notification by time t + δ + δ f on the global clock, for fixed known δ and δ f .

To do this, we prove switch queue sizes are bounded. We then restate our

defintions our of, and prove correctness of, δ and δ f

A.1 Bounded switch queues

To prove bounded switch queues, we prove that at most (dφ/T e + n + c) data

packets can enter the network in any span of nT time.

First, consider the case of c core switches and processing delay 0 and one

application. Each core switch issues a grant at most once per cT time. The

worst case scenario is if core switches do not coordinate and issue c pulls at the

exact same time. If this happens, another burst of c grants will not be sent until

cT time later. Thus in any span of cT time, at most 2c grants can be sent (c at

time 0 and c at time cT). Extending to NT time, for some N, at most N grants

can be sent in NT time. Thus at most (N + c) grants are received by replicas in

NT time.

Now, we extend to how many data packets can enter the network in any

span of time. Data packets are only sent in response to grants. In any span of
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nT time, a replica can respond to grants received over a period of φ + nT time:

grants received during the span of nT time plus grants received up to φ before

that time. Rearranging terms, in any span of nT time, replicas can respond to

grants received over a period of (dφ/T e + n)T time. Substituting for (dφ/T e + n)

for N above, at most (dφ/T e + n + c) grants can be received in φ + nT time. Thus

at most (dφ/T e + n + c) data packets enter the network in any span of nT time.

We this, we claim queues grow to size at most (dφ/T e + c). At most (dφ/T e +

n + c) data packets can arrive aggregate switches in a period of nT time (either

all to one aggregate switch or distributed among aggregate switches). At least

n can be drained in nT time and thus upstream aggregate switch queues are

bounded by (dφ/T e + c). Thus at most (dφ/T e + n + c) can arrive at core switches

in nT time, leading to the same switch queue bound. The same logic applies to

downstream aggregate switch queues and we have bounded queueing at every

switch.

Extending to multiple applications. The bottleneck link in the Timely design is

the downstream link between aggregate switches and hosts. Core switch links

only transmit a portion of the packets - those corresponding to that core switch.

The downstream links between aggregate switches and hosts transmit all pack-

ets from all core switches. Additionally, since packets are multicast, these links

transmit strictly more messages than the upstream links (if there are multiple

host senders).

Our results hold as long as for each of these links, grants are issued on av-

erage once per T. If an application does not share a host with any other applica-

tions, and that application is issued on average one grant per T, the downstream

aggregate switch links transmit on average one data packet per T, satisfying the
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queue bounds above. If an application shares a host with x applications, and

each application is issued on average one grant per xT, the shared link still

transmits a data packet once per T. As long as each core issues grants to the

different applications on the same host at different times, which can be easily

controlled by a core switch, the results hold.

A.2 Timely Unreliable Multicast guarantees

Definition of δ. If RTT is the round trip time for a data packet along the longest

path when there is no other packet in the network, then all packets that are

not dropped by the network will arrive at their destination by RTT/2 plus the

queuing delay. If each queue is bounded by (dφ/T e + c) then the maximum

queueing delay for any packet on a single switch is (dφ/T e + c)T . In a two tier

leaf-spine topology there are four hops, and thus the maximum queueing delay

is 4(dφ/T e + c)T . Thus if a packet is sent at time t and is not dropped by the

network, it will arrive at its destination at time t + RTT/2 + 4(dφ/T e + c)T = t + δ.

Definition of δ f . Let δ f be the link failure notification delay: if a link crashes at

time t f an aggregate switch can detect an adjacent link failure, generate FAILURE

notification, and send the notifications and affected end-hosts will receive the

nofication by time t f + δ f .

Timely Unreliable Multicast correctness. According to the design of Timely

core switch based multicast, if a packet is sent at time t and is dropped before

reaching the core switch, no end-hosts will receive the packet and the Timely

Unreliable Multicast property is guaranteed. If it reaches the core switch, all
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end-hosts connected to that core receive the packet. By the definition of δ, this

packet will be received by t + δ. If an end-host is not connected to the core

switch due to a link failure and the packet is dropped, the link must fail before

the packet reaches the end-host; the link must fail before t + δ. In this case,

affected end-hosts will receive a notification by time t + δ + δ f

Untimely reliable multicast.

If a message goes through each core switch then every message connected

to a core switch will receive the message and untimely reliable multicast is sat-

isfied.

If the sender is non-faulty, it will send a message through every core switch

it is connected to. Either the sender is completely connected, or it is not. If

the sender is completely connected, it will send a message through every core

switch and untimely reliable multicast is satisfied. If the sender is not com-

pletely connected, it sends a message through a subset of core switches C. Let H

be the set of end-hosts connected to at least one core switch in C. If H contains

every non-faulty end-host, untimely reliable multicast is satisfied. If there exists

a set of hosts H′ that are not in H, there exists some non-faulty host h in H that

can communicate with at least one host h′ in H′ (by the definition of no replica

partition). In this case h with echo the message and h′ will receive it. After this

echo, add all core switches that the message has been sent through to C and all

hosts that have received the message to H. The logic repeats until H′ is empty

and all non-faulty end-hosts have received the message.

If the sender is faulty, it could send a message through some of the core

switches it is connected to but not all. Either some end-host receives the mes-
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sage or some end-host does not. If no end-hosts receive the message, untimely

reliable multicast is vacuously satisfied. Otherwise, let H f be the set of hosts

that receive the message. If there is least one non-faulty end-host in H f , that

non-faulty end-host will send the message through each core switch it is con-

nected to, and the logic follows the same logic as the non-faulty sender logic

above. If all of the end-hosts in H f , either one will manage to send it to a new

host or all will crash before the message is received by a new host. In the lat-

ter case, none of the non-faulty end-hosts received the message and untimely

reliable broadcast is vacuously satisfied. In the former, the size of H f grows by

at least one. Repeat the logic above until either a non-faulty host is in H f or all

hosts in H f have crashed.
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APPENDIX B

CONSENSUS PROOF

We first prove safety and termination for one slot in the log by making small

modifications to the proof from [11]. We first prove a corallary of the defintion

of ∆ provided in 3.4:

Claim: For ∆ = δ + δ f + φ, if an end-host sends a DECIDE at some time t

it processed all messages sent before t − ∆ that were received by at least one

end-host.

Proof: If an end-host sends a DECIDE at t, it has processed all packets and

FAILURE notifications received before t − φ. Further, since it has sent a DECIDE,

it did not receive a FAILURE notification before time t − φ. Accounting for the

failure notification delay, there was no network failure that affected the end-host

before time t − φ − δ f . If there are no relevant network failures at that time, the

end-host has received all messages received by at least one end-host sent before

the maximum message latency. Thus is has received all messages received by at

least one end-host sent before t − φ − δ f − δ = t − ∆.

Consensus safety: Assuming no replica partition and at least one non-faulty

end-host, every end-host that decides a value decides the same value.

Proof: If a replica decides a value, it has already sent ECHO(v) using Un-

timely Reliable Multicast. By the correctness of Untimely Reliable Multicast

with no replica partition and a non-faulty sender, every end-host will receive

the ECHO(v). Thus an replica cannot decide a value and crash before informing

other end-hosts of the decision.
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A replica only decides v if it receives a DECIDE(v) or ECHO(v) packet. An

ECHO(v) is only sent if a replica receives a DECIDE(v). Thus to prove safety

it suffices to prove that if a replica recieves DECIDE(v), no end-host will ever

receive DECIDE(v′) for some v , v′.

Assume two end-hosts receive different DECIDE packets. These DECIDE

packets were sent by different end-hosts. Let p be the first end-host to transmit

a DECIDE(v) that is received by at least one end-host. Let q be the first end-host

to transmit a DECIDE(v′) (for v , v′) that is received by at least one end-host. If

there is a tie, assign p and q arbitrarily. Let tp be the global time of p’s last update

and tq be the time of q’s last update. By our implementation of message clocks,

p and q send their decision packets no earlier than tp + 2∆ and tq + 2∆ in global

time, respectively.

If tq + ∆ ≥ tp + 2∆ then q will process DECIDE(v) before tq + 2∆ [using the

invariant above] and q cannot send DECIDE(v′). Thus tq + ∆ < tp + 2∆. If tq +

∆ < tp + 2∆ then tq < tp + 2∆ and q must have processed everything at time

tq that p processed at tp + 2∆. Similarly, tp + 2∆ < tq + 2∆ so tp < tq + 2∆ so

p has processed everything at tp that q processed at tq + 2∆. If both p and q

send DECIDE, they have not received a FAILURE notification so they have both

received every successful message sent and no other messages. Thus q at tq + 2∆

has processed the same set of values as p at tp+2∆ and q cannot send DECIDE(v′).

See figure B.1.

Termination: If there is at least one non-faulty completely connecte end-host

then every non-faulty end-host eventually decides a value.

Proof: First, we show that a DECIDE packet eventually reaches at least one
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>
(a) If tq + ∆ ≥ tp + 2∆ then tq + 2∆ is at least ∆ time after tp + 2∆. Thus when p sends a
DECIDE at time tp + 2∆, the DECIDE will arrive to q before tq + 2∆.

>

>
(b) If tq + ∆ < tp + 2∆ then there is at least ∆ time between tq and tp + 2∆. Thus q at tq
has processed the same set of messages that p has at tp + 2∆. Similarly, there is at least
∆ time between tp and tq + 2∆ and p at tp has received the same set of messages as q at
tq + 2∆.

Figure B.1

core switch. Every end-host can attempt to propose at most once. Thus there ex-

ists a time when completely connected end-hosts stop receiving proposals. Af-

ter that, 2∆ time passes and as long as there is at least one completely connected

end-host then a DECIDE will be sent. Since the sender is completely connected,

that DECIDE will reach the core switch. If the DECIDE packet reaches a core

switch then one non-faulty completely connected end-host will receive that DE-

CIDE and successfully send an ECHO through each core switch, ensuring every

connected end-host receives an ECHO and eventually decides.
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APPENDIX C

EXTENDING TO STATE MACHINE REPLICATION

For state machine replication, replicas use the consensus protocol 2 to agree on

each slot in the log. For a individual replica, a slot is “open” if the replica has not

received a proposal for that slot. Replicas maintain a pointer to the lowest open

slot in the log. When a replica receives a request from a client, it proposes the

request to the lowest open slot. If at least 2∆ time has passed without receiving

a proposal for any slot in the log that is not open, the replica can send a DECIDE

for that slot. The untimely reliable multicast and decision protocols follow as in

algorithm 2.

As is standard practice, replicas keep track of the last request decided for

each client to ensure duplicate requests are not committed twice.

Safety follows directly from the correctness of the consensus protocol. As

long as there is one completely connected non-faulty end-host, termination is

guaranteed; that end-host will continue proposing to and deciding slots in the

log.
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Algorithm 3 state machine replication
isActive = true
unproposedValues
proposedValues
procedure PROCESSINPUTBUFFER

for i = 0...inputBufferSize do
pop a message from the input buffer
if the message is FAILURE then

set isActive to false
else if the message is DECIDE(v, s) or ECHO(v, s) then

COMMIT(v,s)
else if the message is PROPOSE(v, s) then

add v to proposedValues[s]
reset messageClock[s]

else if the message is REQUEST(v) then
add v to unproposedValues

procedure CONSENSUSLOGIC(coreId)
if there is a slot s such that the messageClock[s] reads 2Delta and isActive

then
decision = min(proposedValues[s])
send DECIDE(decision, s) using T.U.Multicast

else if unproposedValues is not empty then
v = a value from unproposedValues
firstEmptySlot is the lowest slot that has not received a propose
send PROPOSE(v, f irstEmptyS lot) using T.U.Multicast

procedure COMMIT(decision, slot)
if log[slot] == null then

add decision to log[slot]
send ECHO(decision, slot)) using U.R.Multicast
if this replica received the original request for decision then

send response to the original client
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APPENDIX D

RECOVERIES

When an end-host or network component recovers, end-hosts need to coordi-

nate on state before continuing with the protocol. We define “affected” end-

hosts as the end-hosts affected by the failure. For end-host recoveries, it is the

recovering end-host. For link recoveries, it is the end-hosts connected to the

aggregate switch of the failed link. For switch failures, it is all the end-hosts.

The key challenge in managing failures and recoveries is thus determining

which slots are safe for any end-host to decide. If a single end-host is recovering

(either due to an end-host recovery or link recovery) the affected end-hosts ask

other end-hosts which slots are in-progress and which slots have not received

any proposals. The affected end-hosts can partipicate in slots for which pro-

posals have not been received; all other end-hosts can continue working on the

in-progress slots. If all end-hosts are recovering (due to a switch recovery), any

in-progress slot is unsafe. For this, end-hosts coordinate to determine which

slots are in-progress. A No-op is committed to in-progress slots and end-hosts

can commit values to open slots.

The link, end-host, and switch recovery protocols are outlined below. These

protocols assume switch local clocks do not drift arbitrarily from one another.

D.1 Link Recoveries

When a link recovers, the aggregate switch sends a Recovery notification to all

downstream end-hosts. Affected end-hosts then run a link recovery protocol.
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There’s three link recovery cases: (1) the end-host was connected before and

becomes completely connected (2) the end-host was disconnected before and

becomes connected (3) the end-host was connected before and is now more con-

nected. If the end-host was disconnected before, it was faulty. This case will be

handled in end-host crash recoveries. If the end-host was connected and stays

connected, nothing changes; the end-host still needs to act as a witness. We

focus on the case where the end-host transitions from connected to completely

connected.

When an end-host becomes completely connected, it first has to wait out any

race conditions in the network. It waits δ time to ensure any in-flight packets are

received by all non-faulty end-hosts. It then sends a LRECOVERY message using

Timely Unreliable Multicast. When a completely connected end-host receives a

LRECOVERY message, it replies with its highest slot for which a value has been

proposed. The recovering end-host waits for a response from any completely

connected end-host. Competely connected end-hosts receive all messages and

thus its highest in-progress slot is the global highest in-progress slot. The recov-

ering end-host acts as a witness for slots up to the in-progress slot and partici-

pates fully in consensus for slots higher than the max in-progress slot.

Algorithm 4 Link Recoveries
if now completely connected then

wait δ + δ f time
send LRECOVERY message using T.U.Multicast
wait for a reply containing max in-progress slot s
for slots < s do

act as a witness
for slots ≥ s do

participate in consensus fully
if receive LRECOVERY message then

if completely connected and not recovering then
send a response containing max in-progress slot s using T.U.Multicast
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D.2 End-Host Recoveries

To recover, an end-host needs to determine two things. First, it needs to learn

all the values that were committed while it was crashed. Next, the end-host

needs to determine which slots it can partipate in. If the end-host is connected

but not completely connected, it acts as a witness for all slots. If it is completely

connected, it needs to learn the highest in-progress slot. As in the link recovery

case, it can partipate in consensus fully for slots larger than the max in-progress

slot.

The recovery protocol is as follows. First, the recovering end-host waits out

any race conditions by waiting δ + δ f time. It then sends a ERECOVERY mes-

sage to using Timely Unreliable Multicast. The ERECOVERY message contains

the last value committed before the end-host crashed. When a completely con-

nected end-host receives an ERECOVERY message, it does two things. First,

it replies with the highest in-progress slot using Timely Unreliable Multicast.

Next, it executes a log transfer, sending every committed value that the recov-

ering end-host missed. As the recovering end-host receives the log transfer, it

commits values. If it is completely connected, tt can begin participating in con-

sensus fully for slots higher than the highest in-progress slot.

D.3 Switch Failures and Recoveries

When a switch fails, all end-hosts receive a FAILURE notification and become a

witness. If each end-host is a witness, end-hosts never make decisions. This is

safe but not ideal; throughput would be zero for the duration of the switch fail-
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Algorithm 5 End-host Recoveries
if recovering then

wait δ + δ f time
send ERECOVERY(highest decided slot) using T.U.Multicast
wait for a reply containing max in-progress slot s
wait for a log transfer
commit values received during the log transfer
if completely connected then

for slots < s do
act as a witness

for slots ≥ s do
participate in consensus fully

else
act as a witness for all slots

if receive a ERECOVERY(highest decided slot) then
if completely connected then

reply with max in-progress slot using T.U.Multicast
send log from highest decided slot to max in-progress slot

ure and recovery protocol. To resolve this, end-hosts agree to “ignore” switches

and modify their definition of completely connected accordingly. An end-host

is completely connected if it has a failure free path to all switches that are not

currently ignored.

More formally, each end-host maintains a list of active switches. Our switch

failure and recovery protocol guarantees that if there is no ongoing switch fail-

ure or recovery protocol, each non-faulty end-host has the same list of active

switches. An end-host is completely connected if there is no ongoing switch fail-

ure or recovery protocol and the end-host has a failure free path to each switch

in active switches. The list of active switches serves as an imperfect failure de-

tector. If all end-hosts agree that a switch is faulty, they can ignore that switch,

regardless of whether or not the switch is actually faulty. Thus, if an end-host

receives a grant from a switch not in active switches, it does not respond to the

grant. Accordingly, if an end-host receives a data packet from a switch not in
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active switches, it drops the data packet before processing it.

Maintaining correctness in the face of ignored switches has two challenges.

First, end-hosts need to agree on which switches to ignore. Second, end-hosts

need to ensure safety each time a switch reconfiguration occurs.

To agree on which switches to ignore, an end-host sends its proposed switch

configuration change to all end-hosts. It then waits for replies. When an end-

host receives a proposed change, it replies whether it agrees or not (again using

reliable broadcast). If all end-hosts agree, the new switch configuration is used.

If any end-host disagrees, the old configuration persists. All proposed changes

and replies are sent using reliable broadcast, ensuring each end-host knows of

each proposal and whether it succeeds.

For this to work, each end-host needs to know when it has received all

replies. It cannot wait for n replies; an end-host may be faulty and never re-

ply. For this, we lean on the fact that reliable broadcast takes a bounded amount

of time as long as there is a bounded number of concurrent reliable broadcast

messages. We bound the number of concurrent reliable broadcast messages.

When an end-host proposes its change or replies to a change, it sents a timer

for the max reliable broadcast time bound. After that, it can be sure it has re-

ceived all replies. We will go into the details of the reliable broadcast bound in

the next subsection. For now, it suffices to know that any timer is set for reliable

broadcast time bound.

To ensure safety each time a switch reconfiguration occurs, end-hosts agree

on which slots are in-progress and which slots are open. A no-op is committed

to each in-progress slot.
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In the following sections, we explain how to agree on switch reconfigura-

tions and maintain safety while doing so. We first consider the case of remov-

ing a switch. We then consider the case of adding a switch. Finally, we show

these protocols maintain a bounded number of concurrent reliable broadcast

messages.

D.3.1 Removing switches

To handle the case of removing switches, we need to know when to attempt

to remove a switch, how to agree on removing a switch, and how to maintain

safety upon removing a switch. To decide when to ignore a switch, we use the

fact that liveness is violated if a switch is crashed.

If significatnly more than 2∆ time passes without a decision, it is likely that

none of the end-hosts are completely connected and there could be a switch

failure. For some timeout > 2∆, if timeout time passes without receiving any

decisions, an end-host sends a SWITCHREMOVE message containing the list of

switches it is connected to. Any time an end-host receives a SWITCHREMOVE

message, it replies with the list of switches it is connected to. After an end-host

receives all SWITCHREMOVE messages for a given reconfiguration attempt, it

decides whether to remove a switch. If there exists a switch that is not connected

to any end-host, the end-hosts ignore that switch.

Once a switch is ignored, end-hosts need to agree on which slots are safe

to commit. Any slot that is not decided by any end-host and has recived a

PROPOSE is not safe. Each end-host reliably broadcasts its highest decided slot

and its max in-progress slot. End-hosts commit a no-op to all slots between the
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globally highest decided slot and the global max in-progress slot. Consensus

can continue on slots higher than the max in-progress slot.

To reduce the number of concurrent reliable broadcast message, we combine

these two step. Pseudocode is provided below.

Algorithm 6 Switch failure detector
if TIMEOUT time has passed without receiving a DECIDE then

initiate the remove switch protocol

Algorithm 7 Switch Remove
myMaxDecide is the highest slot the replica has received a DECIDE for
myMaxPropose is the highest slot the replica has received a PROPOSE for
if a reconfiguation is in progress then

set a timer and then try again later
else

send SWITCHREMOVE (activeSwitches, myMaxDecide, myMaxPropose,
recoveryID)

set a timer
after timer time has passed, check all packets received for recoveryID
if there is a switch disconnected from everyone then

remove switch from activeSwitches
maxDecide is the maximum maxDecide from all packets
maxPropose is the maximum maxPropose from all packets
commit a no-op for slots between maxDecide and maxPropose
continue consensus for slots higher than maxPropose

when receive a switchRemove(switches, maxDecide, maxPropose, recov-
eryID)
if recoveryID is a new id then

send SWITCHREMOVE (activeSwitches, myMaxDecide, myMaxPropose,
recoveryID)

D.3.2 Adding Switches

When an end-host becomes connected to a switch currently being ignored,

the end-host initiates a protocol to add that switch. The end-host sends a
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SWITCHADD message. The message is reliably broadcast to all end-hosts. When

an end-host receives a SWITCHADD message, it adds the switch back to its list of

active switches and updates its definition of completely connected accordingly.

Once the reliable broadcast routine terminates, any end-host connected to the

newly added switch can use that switch freely.

Algorithm 8 Switch Add
if a reconfiguration is in progress then

set a timer and try again later
else

send SwitchAdd(switch, recoveryID)
set a timer
when timer goes off: add switch to activeSwitches

when receive a switchAdd(switch, recoveryID)
add switch
set a timer
when timer goes off: add switch to activeSwitches

D.3.3 Untimely reliable multicast bound

A replica only initiates a reconfiguration if it does not know of any other recon-

figurations in progress. Thus at most n reconfigurations can occur concurrently

(if each replica starts a reconfiguration at the exact same time). Each time a

switch is removed, at most n messages are sent using untimely reliable multi-

cast: one per replica. The switch add protocol uses just one untimely reliable

multicast message. Thus at most r2 untimely reliable multicast messages are

sent concurrently.

If there are r2 concurrenly reliable broadcast messages, each message can

take at most r2(r + 1)Tvc∆ time. To see why, let a ”chain”1 be the number of

1this concept closely follows the idea of a dangerous chain in the reliable broadcast problem
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hosts a message needs to travel through for it to reach some destination host h.

The maximum possible chain is c (the number of core switches). To see why,

consider that each host in the chain must increase the number of core switches

the message has been sent through by at least 1. Otherwise, all hosts are faulty

or there is a network partition. For each transmission, either a host expands the

number of core switches. There are at most c core switches so the chain can be

of length at most c.

It takes at most (k + 1)rTv∆ time to expand the length of a chain, where r is

the number of replicas in the virtual network and Tv is the transmission time of

a data packet using the bandwidth assigned to that virtual network and k is the

number of concurrent untimely reliable multicast messages. A message may

wait in a receiver’s input buffer for at most rTv time before the host receives a

grant and processes the message. Once it processes the message, copies of the

message are added to the output buffer. If there are most k concurrent messages,

the output buffer is of size at most k. Thus the message will be sent after at most

krTv time in the output buffer.
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